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in the next few days, several ways to get into the world will be opened, so in addition
to the vehicle available on the street and through several missions, players will be

able to use boats, planes, helicopters, and even other vehicles that are available in-
game, to enter the world. once in the open world players can interact with other

people, they can use certain missions from the sequence, find people who gave you
weapons, or find a person to help you out of any danger. the game was originally set

to release on 13 september 2013, but was later delayed to 19 september 2013 in
order to be better tested and to fix some further bugs. the game was released on both
the ps3 and xbox 360, but the pc version was initially exclusive to the latter platform.
the pc version received fewer gta v-related updates than the playstation 3 and xbox
360 versions. a beta version, known as the alpha build, was released for download

from 1 december 2013 to 30 may 2014, and was later extended to 3 june 2014. [11]
the game features many different accents from the regions of america, europe, and

australia. male characters have seven different american accents, all female
characters have two american accents, and a number of other characters have one or
a mixture of american, european, and australian accents. approximately 1.75 million

units have been sold on the pc through steam and ea origin. [12] rockstar has no plans
to include a cloud save feature, which means players will have to install the game on a
single player system. [13] the latest patch update for the playstation 3 and xbox 360

versions, dated 18 september 2013, did not make it to the pc version.
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